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The idea to use stochasticity of space-time/l/ and random 
fluctuations in metrics/ 2/ as an origin of the stochastic in
terpretation of quantum mechanics/ 3/ plays an important role in 
constructing the nonlocal theory of quantized fields/4/ and in 
the possibility of describing spectra of elementary particle mas
ses I 51. 

Dynamics of particles within the hypothesis of fluctuations 
in metrics is considered in this note; the basic idea is the 
following: we suppose that freely moving particles perturb 
space-time around themselves and at the same time the space-time 
metrics is generated and becomes a Riemannian one g v(bF,,x) 
deper;ding on a r~n~om vector bE .. (r ,b) with a distribution Vi(blr~ 
obey~ng the cond~t~ons: 

w(b~/f 2
);:: 0, J d

4
bw(bilr 2) -1 2 2 ->2 

(bE"' r + b ). 

Parameter P characterises the value (intensity) of fluctuation 
in metrics, 

As a result of such fluctuations in metrics, as is shown be
low, a nonlinear dynamics of particles arises and freely moving 
particles are represented by soliton-type solitary waves. In 
a rep" corresponding to the width of the solitary wave-ampli
tud£ te averaged Riemannian metrics 

) - 4. . 2 2 -g (J,x)-<g (bE,x)>·fdbVi(bE/P )g (bE,x) 
!LV !LV ~ ~ Ill/ ~ 

may be nearly singular (an idea reminiscent of an old concept 
by Einstein et al,/6/ and recently by Efinger/7/ ), Outside this 
singular region one expects 

g !LV"' Tf !LV= diag (1, -1, -1, -1) 

(or the boundary condition g ... Tf at infinity) for r ... o. where 
. h • k . . !LV f.LV 7111v 1s t e M~n owsk~-metr1cs. _ 

A simple form of ~v is chosen, that is g11v=¢
2 (b~x2)7111v or 

g - ¢2(b 2E, A2+ xZ) 71 (x?,.. x 2_ x 2, A-11/mc), then the averaged space-
llV !LV 0 

time metrics acting on the behaviour of particles is obtained 
by the formula 

g (P2/x2)• f ct\w(bi/P2 )¢2(bE2,x2)Tf ,.¢2(P2/x2)Tf 
!LV f.lV fLV 
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Now we pass to obtain a particle dynamics in this conforrnally 
flat space-time. The action for a free particle acquires the 
form · 

b 
s .. -mef ds, ds,Jg (f 21x2

)ctlf dxl1
,. ¢ dfo. 

JlV ds0 - ,/di' dxv . 
a 

( 1 ) 

According to the action principle 

b b 0 ct2 b 
oS=-me·[ o ds=-me ( __ s_ =-me ( o (g dxv dxf1)12ds. 

a a ·2 ds a JlV 

1 ct£" ct.f agvu A dxv do.x11 
=-me f l- - --·-.-..o.;...·.[)x + g - l ds .. 0. 

2 ds ds ax\ JlV ds ds 

Integration by parts in the second term gives 

dxv 1-( 'b b l 1 dt ct! a l?vfl A d d XV u l os. -meg -ox J-mef -----ox- -(g -)Bx ds. 
VJl dS a a 2 ds dS dx"- dS "-Vfl dS 

From this we have the following nonlinear equation 

D¢uv du"- f1 A 
--.. g, __ --+r ., u u .. o. 

• I1V ds v.p." 

or (assuming g .. ¢ 2 
TJ , ds .. ¢ ds

0 JlV JlV 

d 0 

2._ ~ln2 + uo(u~ alnt ) .. o 
dsO . a XV V a X 

(u o .. dxv Ids 0 ). v 

Here 

( ull,. dx11 1 ds) 

-r , =....!cag lax"' +ag,Ja.x 11 -ag Jaxv) 
V •Jl" 2 JlV 1W J1 1\ 

~s the Christoffel symbol, 

(2) 

We solve equation (2) in the two-dimensional space-time (x,t) 
and in the simple case when ¢• ¢(x) depends only on the spatial 
variable x (now the variable x is regarded as a parameter). 

. --- ---2 22 
Since u~ =-1!,/Jl-,S~ dso=cdtJ'l-,S 2 , ,S =~/c, from (2) we get 
(7{ = V) 
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dv 
-=( 

dt 
(1- v

2
),, (V=1t/c. =-cain¢). 

ax 
(3) 

h . . . . . (f 1 f /S/ ) T ~s ~s the R~ccat~-type equat~on or examp e, see re • . 
The substitution V= w(t)l ( w(t) ' w ::'dwl dt converts it into, a se
cond-order linear equation for w(t) : w- f 2w =0. The solution to 
the last equation is w"' e1 ch(d+ e 2 ) and therefore V=dh(d+ e 2). 

Here the integration constant c 2 is given by an initial condi
tion, say v(O)=?J;/e. 

So, the solution of the Cauchy problem for the Riccati-type 
equation (3) is I 

v(t) = thL ( t + Arth(1r: I e)J , 
\ 0 

or (4) 
• 2 
v ( t) = ( seeh [ ( t + Arth (v;, I c)) . 

We see that these solutions are solitary-type waves. Assuming 
h ' 1 f' f n 2 2 -> 2 2 0 'l/' 2 2 • . t e s~mp e· orm or ¢ .. 1-r /(xo-X+X )=> l+r (x -A) ~t ~s easy 

' 

to verify that the result obtained represents the freely moving 
particle with the velocity ~ in both the cases: at infinity x ... ~ 
and in the l.imi t f-> 0. The singularity is reached in the region 
X- A • 

It should be noted that because of the fluctuations in met
rics the description of the behaviour of the particle requires 
probabilistic methods. As is shown above, the particle velocity 
depends in fact not only on the time variable but also on the 
spatial variable x ( 1i(t) "'> 1!'( x, t )). In other words, for a complete 
description of the particle motion in a fluctuated metric space
time at the same time with the particle velocity one should in
troduce one more quantity p(x,t) - the probability density of 
finding the particle at point x and at timet. So, we see that 
fluctuations in metrics as an origin of real "qua1ntum" forces 
lead to the random behaviour of particles; their dynamics is 
described by nonliriear partial differential equations of a type 
of (2) and the equation of continuity for p(x,t) : ap !at+ div(pY,) .. O. 
In this case the particle velocity is given by the formula 1f(t) = 
"'{p(x,t)'lf(x,t)dx and du~/ds 0 in the expression (2) should be read 
as u~aAu~, . 

Now consider the motion of a charged particle in an electro
magnetic field characterized by a potential A11 within our scheme. 
After some calculati9ns analoFous to the usual (gravitational) 
case (for example, see ref,/9 ) we have the following equation 

Dg,uv e p me = -F u , 
ds e vp (5) 
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where 

F •. A. -·A . .. aA. laxv-aAvlaxP. vp p,v v.p p 

It turns out that in our model the equations for the electro
magnetic field acquire the fo~ms: 

A ~ . v 
a Fv

11 
I a x + a F Av 1 a x + a .F ll A 1 a x .. o 

and 

Vjl 
F. .. 1 a •ll -.--<J-=-·Vfl .,;=-gaxll · gF ),._.4rr.v cJ (6) 

where j v is the fot.!!:-vect.£F current satisfying the equation of 
continuity j:~(llv-g)av(v-gjv) .. o. 

Finally, we write the equation of motion for the charge in 
the external force r

11 
in accordance with equation (5): 

[!-+.u e . 
me __;.:t;:'_(!.'.,- .F,v u v + f , (7) 

ds c r ll 

....... 2----+ --
where r ll has components: rll ,.f (f. 1tY c ·-it- f3 2, - t I cJl- f3 21 in parti-

... •• 3 
cular, for bremsstrahlung f=8Y, 8=2e 2/3c . Then, the equation of 
motion in the case of'?f.<<c, ¢ .. ¢(~) has the form (in the absence 
of the electromagnetic field): 

if. ,..2.,f}.- (1-f32)[c2 a In¢ (1- .f32)+ ifcY-. ~)] 
m ax . at 

or in the two-dimensional case 

• 8 •• 2 
V=-V+f(1-V ), 

m 
(v .. ?.J/c). 

(8) 

(9) 

This is an autonomous equation if it is assumed that t is an 
independent variable and x is a parameter. 

Then a standard trick is to express u(v) .. v(t) as a function 
of v and to find an equation for u and its derivatives. We 
thus let (in the two-dimensional case) 

v ,. u ( v) , v = u' ( v) u ( v), u ' ( v) .. du/ dv 

and 'f9r u(v) we have the following equation: 

u(v)- £ u'(v)u(v)"' d1-v 2 ). 
m 

This equation is:still too difficult to solve in a closed form. 
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This is easy to show if one a,ssumes that r- e 2( x.«l) is a small 
parameter. Then a solution is searched in the form 

• 2 u(v). u0(v)+ €U
1
(v) + f u

2
(v)+ .•. 

First two terms of u(v) satisfy the following equations: 

Uo(V)- _p_ ."u0 (v) u0(v) .. 0, U 1(v)- ~Ul (v) u0 (V)- ...§_ uQ (v) U 
1
(V)• 1- V 2 • ( J0) 

m m m 

Solutions of the ~former are u(~l .. 0 , u ~2) "'..!.:: V+ c 1 • Corresponding 
8 ' 

to these u(01) and u~2l solutions to the last equation ( 10) are 
u\1l (v)-t-v2 and 

<m 2 2 2 2 
U 1 (V) .. V /2- Cl 0• V/m +(c1 8 /m -1) ln(c I +rnV/ o) + C 2 . 

So, for equation (9) we have the following approximate solutions: 
(1) 

v = th[ f(t+c 4)] 

v(2) 

J 
dx ------r::, - "' t + c 3 • \ 2) 

mxl8 + c 1 +f u 1 (x) 

where ci (i=1, ... , 4) are integration constants which may be defined 
by the initial and physical conditions for the given problem. 

We believe that solutions to equations (7)-(9) should be both 
causal (without advanced effects) and free from run-away diffi
culties. This problem will be discussed in future investigations. 
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HaMcpail X. E2-82-850 
$nyKTya~Hfl MeTpHKH H HOBaH AHHaMHKa ~aCTH~ 

IlpegnoJKell MeTOA BBegeHHH qmyKTya~HH MeTpHKH, B paMKaX 
KOTOpOI'O HSy~aJOTCH AHHaMHKa ~aCTH~ H ypaBHeHHH AnH ::JneKTpOMar
HHTHOI'O rronn:. Ilony~eHa HeJIHHeHHafl AHHaMHKa ~aCTH~, OIIHCb!BaJO
~an: COJIHTOH-IIOAOO!Ible BOnHhi B KOIItPOPMHO-IIJIOCKOM IIpOCTpaHCTBe 
u speMenu. B naweM rrogxoge rrpu~unoil cny~afmoro rrosegenun: ~ac
TH~ CJIYJKHT qmyKTya~HH MeTpHKH • 

Pa6oTa Bhmonnena B J1aoopaTopuu TeopeTu~ecKoif <PusuKu OIDHI. 

npenpHHT 06~eAHHeHHOrO HHCTHTyTa RAePH~X HCCneAOBaHHH, ~y6Ha 1982 

Namsrai Kh. E2-82-850 
Fluctuations in t1etrics and New Dynamics of Particles 

A method of introducing fluctuations in metrics' is pre
sented within which the particle dynamics and equations for 
the electromagnetic field are investigated, A nonlinear dyna
mics of particles is derived which admits solitary-type waves 
on a conformally flat Riemannian space-time, In our model 
fluctuations in metrics as the origin of real "quantum" forces 
lead to the random behaviour of particles, 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR, 
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